cal narration, bringing certain ambivalences about the very project of writing media history to the fore.
One such ambivalence stems from the proposition that media are distinct from or prior to "culture," that they are radically non-or posthuman and as such resist the realm of human meaning-making. Wolfgang Ernst suggests, for example, that electric and electronic media operate on different temporal scales than human communication, contrasting the microtemporalities of technical media with the macrotemporality of history. For Ernst, traditional rhetorical modes of historical narrative cannot capture the essence of twentieth-and twenty-first-century media because these media do not operate symbolically. Bernhard Siegert takes a different yet related tack, arguing that media function prior to meaning-making. This technical or "medial a priori" situates media or cultural techniques as conditions of the possibility of meaning rather than as inherently meaningful themselves, and leads to what Siegert has called the "impossibility of writing media history." 2 The relationship of media theory broadly understood to technical modernity also occasions basic media-historiographical ambivalences. Media studies is by most accounts a child of the twentieth century, born of the attempt to come to terms with "new" media, and the broader field's self-understanding and a conception of the modern go hand-in-hand. And yet theorists come down quite differently on certain fundamental questions: Do modern media infrastructures represent something radically different vis-à-vis previous technologies? Does media history culminate (or even end) with digital computing and its voracious assimilation of all previous media? Does our current media environment tend to produce a single, uniform culture of modernity or proliferate cultural and technological difference? And what comes next? The media philosophy of John Durham Peters describes the digital present's resonances with various historical moments, while Ernst sees electric and electronic media as radical breaks with previous media systems. Despite dealing with different historical epochs, Ernst, Siegert, and Peters all privilege models of temporal heterogeneity and sychronicity over narratives of linear, diachronic progression, and all envision heterochronic modernities in which media times transform, structure, and destructure the experience and concept of history.
It of "media history," for much of Chronopoetics is a polemical attempt to convince the reader that media history is exactly what Ernst is not writing. 3 Despite being trained as a classicist and historian, Ernst rails against humanist philosophies of history and seeks to purge media theory of all anthropomorphism, promising nothing less than the end of "the anthropological narrative of time."
4 Chronopoetics is a sustained call to take the time of machines seriously. This titular concept expresses the idea that the essence of media is to make or create modes of temporal sequence and unfolding that did not previously exist. The temporalities produced by medial operations change our perception of time and become objects in the world in an ontological sense (Ernst calls them "tempor(e)alities" 5 ). He thereby also tells a story of how media operations come to increasingly withhold themselves from human perception. For Ernst (as for the likes of Hartmut Rosa and Reinhart Koselleck), modernity is an epoch of acceleration, intensification, and ephemeralization, though here Ernst is primarily interested in how "technical"-i.e., electric and electronic-media function at speeds that cannot be fully perceived by the human sensorium. Modern media become autonomous entities, thoroughly decoupled from human time, with media increasingly replacing humans in their role of observing and operating other media.
In turn, the emergence of technical media cannot but have an effect on the temporal self-understanding of (media) historiography. For Ernst, conventional cultural history has always been contaminated by the temporality of human existence, with our embodied experience of lived time conditioning both the types of historical narratives that we tell and the temporalities of their transmission and adaptation. 6 Ernst seeks a way out of this vicious circle by focusing on media times that cannot be mistaken for narratable units of time. Ernst's point here is that of a historiographer, though in the service of historiography's destruction: as long as the subjects of conventional history (the events or res gestae) are transmitted in semiotic, textual form, they are structurally similar to the interpreta-tion and narration of events (the historia rerum gestarum). However, the game changes when media become the res gestae.
Ernst calls his anti-historical method media archaeology, following Foucault in envisioning a mode of writing that undermines conventional, genealogical linearity and addresses discontinuities, irregularities, and repetitions.
7 But it is not that archaeology is a mode of unearthing specifically historical rarities or variants; instead, Ernst examines a range of older and new media technologies in order to demonstrate their essential ahistoricity. It is a peculiarity of his method that Ernst insists on preserving media machines that would be considered obsolete under normal circumstances. 8 The possibility of reenactment-the ability of Nazi-era radios to still receive radio signals, for example-is proof both that the operational temporalities of media are distinct from whatever content they might transmit and that these operations always occur in the present. Reenactment shows that the "electronic apparatuses of the past . . . are not in a historical condition, but rather in the mode of latent present."
9 The essence of media-their operativity-always occurs in the present: again, for Ernst, the media time manifested by the radio transmitter is the same in 1944 as it is in 2014. This demonstrates a key difference between archaeological artifacts and media, for the latter disclose their essence only when operating, while the former can be understood through interpretation decoupled from use.
For Ernst, the temporalities proliferated by media destructure the linearity and symbolic cohesion of history. However, Ernst faces the challenge of giving structure to complex temporal frames in nonnarrative ways, and his attempts to do so are often provocative, if not always convincing (he calls his mode of presentation "more staccato-like" than "melodic" 10 ). Ernst is an adept stylist who can speak to cultural critics even while denying that media are cultural objects. The irony of his anti-historical polemic is that he needs a kind of rhetorical scaffolding that narrates the story of modern media's break with history to prepare the ground for his project of me-7. A recent collection of Ernst's essays addresses this method more directly: Wolfgang Ernst, Digital Memory and the Archive, edited with an introduction by Jussi Parikka (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2012).
See Anthony Enns's helpful introduction to
Chronopoetics for an account of Ernst's "Media-Achaeological Fundus," a quasi-museum of fully functional historical media housed at the Humboldt University in Berlin: "Media History versus Media Archaeology," in Ernst, Chronopoetics (above, n. 4), pp. xiii-xxix.
9. Ernst, Chronopoetics (above, n. 4), p. 118.
10. Ernst, Chronopoetics (above, n. 4), p. ix. dia archaeology, and yet without this scaffolding, he would not be read by cultural theorists. An additional irony of Chronopoetics is that the reader ends up with a relatively familiar story about the uniqueness of technical modernity: twentieth-century machines "shock" 11 the human sense of time and bring about the "total mobilization of communication media."
12 His vision of media as proliferators of temporal frameworks and his call to consider the heterochronicity of media time are compelling, but the emphatic contrast between technical and pre-technological media forecloses any interaction both between media time and historical narrative and between modern and premodern media. And, despite railing against history's linearity (a straw-man that historians working on synchronicity and the longue durée have long since dispatched 13 ), the reader ends up with a vision of modernity that is relatively teleological from a macroperspective.
It is by design that Bernhard Siegert's theory of cultural techniques offers a more conciliatory account of the relationship between the human and the non-human. The rapprochement between antihumanist media theory and anthropology is a central part of the story Siegert tells in his programmatic introduction to Cultural Techniques. This important essay is entitled "The End of the Intellectual Post-War in German Media Theory" and describes a process that has involved opening media studies (back) up to a range of cultural practices and activities. As Siegert defines them, cultural techniques entail "a more or less complex actor network that comprises technological objects as well as the operative chains they are part of and that configure or constitute them."
14 For Siegert, medial operations are preconditions for cultural communication and meaning-making, and some of the paradigmatic examples of these operations discussed in Cultural Techniques include personal registers and biographical writing, religious sacrifice, sea travel, drafting, grid-making, spatial enclosure, and more. This represents an expanded notion of the technical and of the objects of media studies more generally. Cultural techniques facilitate the drawing of fundamental cultural distinctions between 11. Ernst, Chronopoetics (above, n. 4), p. 9.
12. Ernst, Chronopoetics (above, n. 4), p. 12. inside and outside, human and animal, public and private, and they thus precede the concepts of media, culture, aesthetics, and politics that they help to generate. Media theory and anthropology both theorize the material pregivens (Vorgaben) that enable meaningmaking, but a certain kind of conventional anthropology anchors these pregivens in a universal human condition, while media theory describes them as technical and as preceding any notion of the human or nonhuman.
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At times, Siegert envisions the possibility of a more general "history of elemental cultural techniques,"
16 but his individual chapters work for the most part episodically, examining specific moments of consolidation, disruption, or transition. Though many of Siegert's individual cases are historical, he is ambivalent about adopting a wholeheartedly historical discourse: "media do not emerge independently and outside of a specific historical practice. Yet at the same time, history is itself a system of meaning that operates across a media-technological abyss of non-meaning that must remain hidden."
17 Media are themselves not meaningful, and whatever meaning we do give them obscures this point. However, media technologies and historicizing discourse also share certain affinities, for media promote modes of recursive self-reference that lead to culturally influential concepts and metaphors. Here Siegert is keen to bring the technological and technical into resonance with literature and the visual arts: Pynchon, Kleist, Melville, and David Cronenberg make appearances, as do Leonardo, Raphael, and the Dutch masters. However, rather than presenting an overarching framework for a history of cultural techniques, Siegert's essays are often more dedicated to understanding specific media-colonial life writing, Dutch still lifes, ship building in the South seas, doorways-than to establishing a system of media-historical constants. Siegert thus works with a notion of cultural and technical plurality, a differential rather than synthetic notion of culture.
One of the book's perhaps unexpected pleasures is its rich material on the early modern period (though this should not be a surprise 15. Siegert is thereby "bent on critiquing the distinction between human and nonhuman by insisting on the radical technicity of this distinction"; see Siegert, Cultural Techniques (above, n. 14), p. 8. This critique of the human is in line with a good bit of current work in Anglo-American posthumanism, but Siegert gently prods this body of work for focusing too much on the theoretical deconstruction of notions of the human/nonhuman and not enough on the techniques that facilitate these distinctions in the first place.
16. Siegert, Cultural Techniques (above, n. 14), p. 149.
17. Siegert, Cultural Techniques (above, n. 14), p. 5. to anyone familiar with Siegert's book on colonial Spain). By straddling the space between the Renaissance and high modernity, Siegert achieves a relatively novel vision of medialized modernity, for he is able to avoid the historiographical schematism of old/new binaries, of epistemic shifts in media discourse networks (1800/1900/2000), and of deterministic narratives of mechanization. Indeed, a 2010 issue of the Archiv für Mediengeschichte (Archive for Media History) coedited by Siegert positions the Renaissance as a key "medial threshold" that paradigmatically engages with media of repetition and recursion. The Renaissance takes on special importance in our own current age of "figures of the synchronization of multiple presents and pasts," and attention to this period helps to sketch an image of history that comes to resemble a Renaissance polyptych, "built out of endlessly increaseable folds, thresholds, and transitions and functioning more labyrinthinely than linearly or cyclically."
18 Siegert and his co-editors envision the saturation of culture by techniques and medial operations, but they also imagine interlocking historical temporalities that follow the logics of concrete media ensembles rather than any neat story of before and after.
It is not a stretch to consider John Durham Peters's most recent book, The Marvelous Clouds, as a kindred contribution to "German" media studies, for so much of the book is in direct dialogue with this body of work. Peters comes down decidedly on the human side of debates about the posthuman, situating his expansive, cross-historical philosophy of media in the tradition of philosophical anthropology. This entails a rather flexible and pragmatic affirmation of certain anthropological universals as well as a keen interest in the realm of meaning and metaphor. In contrast to theories that profess aversion to any trace of the symbolic, The Marvelous Clouds traces how medial practices give rise to metaphors that shape and transform the world, a theme shared by Peters's earlier book Speaking into the Air: A History of the Idea of Communication (1999) .
The media named by the book's title are "elemental" in a dual sense, designating fundamental or basic media infrastructures that correlate with earth, wind, water, and fire-the elements. Chapters are organized around the sea and seafaring; fire and technologies of domestication; the sky and astronomical and meteorological practices of time-keeping, orientation, and forecasting; the earth and techniques of writing, inscription, and storage; and operations of memory, searching, and navigating information overload. Peters thereby adopts the expansive scope characteristic of earlier historians of media such as Innis or McLuhan, presenting a kind of general philosophy and/or history of civilization and addressing a variety of cultural techniques such as the ship (a fascination of Siegert's), animal domestication, storage containers, the calendar, the sundial, bell making, the clock tower, the book, the list, the search engine, and much, much more. For Peters, media are civilizational ordering devices, and digital media are no different: in fact, the cultural techniques of the digital age take us back to the basic problems of human civilization. In contrast to Kittler and Heidegger, who saw history (or rather the "history of being") as beginning with the Greeks, Peters extends his story about human civilization and technology back an additional thirty or forty thousand years (or what Daniel Lord Smail calls "deep history" 19 ): this is a "book dedicated to long time." 20 In effect, Peters pursues the kinds of anthropological universals that Siegert would prefer to skirt around, universals of communication, inscription, storage, and measurement that have shaped human civilization from its beginnings. Here Peters also repeatedly makes the point that media and their effects are highly ambivalent, for in transforming nature and human interaction alike, they bear both potential and risk. Of the three books under consideration here, this is the only one written expressly under the sign of global climate change.
Peters's philosophical-anthropological project leads him to address the question of the human and animal head-on. For Peters, humans are distinguished from other creatures on the basis of having technological supports. To be sure, animals have techniquesforms of communication, social structures, etc.-but humans have technologies based in the complex manipulation of space and time, a point that Peters argues by comparing humans to the family of whales, dolphins, and porpoises. This is a provocation vis-à-vis posthumanist theory, which he suggests could be more forthright about human hegemony in the age of the Anthropocene.
The chapter on writing is especially important. from declaring writing to be the "most 'momentous' of all technical innovations in human history" 22 (this in contrast to Ernst's sometimes rather disingenuous critique of the very symbolic media that he himself uses). Writing is an inherently time-based practice, for it fixes language or speech in external form, granting it a kind of permanence. For Peters (via recent German debates), writing is a realm of temporal experiment and play, a symbolic medium that best fulfills the futile human aspiration to defy death. Viewed across time, practices of writing generate frames of temporal duration that are stored and layered in different ways. Peters thereby suggests models of heterochronic temporalities that parallel those of Ernst, though he does so by considering "symbolic" operations: the internet age has made writers-texters, chatters, word searchers-of all of us. Peters thereby casts doubt upon a central thesis of twentieth-century media history, namely that print and writing instigate linear modes of thinking, in contrast to both the repetition of oral cultures and the unruly heterogeneity of the digital. Taking issue with McLuhan, Havelock, Ong, and others, Peters convincingly argues that much of writing and reading is to be properly understood as encouraging non-linearity. Here Peters also takes issue with Lev Manovich's widely discussed distinction between old, "narrative" print media and new, non-linear, "database" digital media. Peters calls upon us to consider the written-printed, diagrammed, sketched, inscribedarchive as something of a massive database that we have always selectively accessed non-linearly.
It should already be clear that Peters shares Ernst's sustained interest in time, in what Peters calls "the merciless and generous habitat for humans and things." 23 As he notes, Peters theorizes media "above all" in how they "capture and fail to capture time, whose fleetingness is the most beautiful and difficult of all natural facts." 24 The addition of the conditioning clause "and fail to capture" is important here, for medial storage is always only ever temporary and subject to decay and deterioration. This is a theme of the book that stands in contrast to Ernst's almost Platonic sense of the ahistorical being of media times and their capacity for repetition/reenactment. Though Peters's primary interest is a philosophy of media rather than a systematic history, a historical vision of proliferating medial operations that capture and manipulate time emerges over the course of The Marvel- ous Clouds. To a certain extent, this parallels Ernst's call to imagine a multiplicity of machines disjunctively humming along. However, Peters suggests the possibility of a layered history of human technology that attends to various kinds of media time rather than exhibiting the uniqueness of technical media.
It is not so much that Peters is ambivalent about the prospect of media history per se: indeed, he sketches a rich ensemble of layered and interconnected individual histories, generously tipping his hat to the best of recent media studies. Instead, I would suggest that the composite histories told by The Marvelous Clouds are themselves deeply ambivalent. They are ambivalent about the effects of human technologies in transforming the natural world, ambivalent about the effects of the past, and even more unsure about the future and its looming prospect of multispecies extinction. There is a certain cheerful, Enlightenment spirit to Peters's writing, but he is also keenly aware of the fleetingness of human life, and this awareness infuses his vision of both the history and the limited future of human technics: we might well develop technological means to postpone our extinction (and this would a good thing!), but extinction is nonetheless inevitable. The histories of the earth and universe serve as counterweights to the history of human civilization, for these more expansive, nonhuman times cast into relief the ability of media to store, manipulate, or extend time. Humanity's limited time on earth parallels the impermanence of media. And this is where the "marvelous clouds" comes in, for the clouds become a figure for the passing of human civilization. The book closes by citing Baudelaire's prose poem imagining a homeless man taking pleasure in little else but the passing clouds: "over there . . . over there . . . the marvelous clouds!" As ephemeral objects, the clouds are symbols of the inability to fully capture or manipulate time, but they are also objects that will remain, as Peters puts it, "after the shipwreck of our species." 25 The clouds are pendants to media technologies, to writing above all, for they represent natural temporalities-ephemeral as well as enduring-that condition writing's aspiration to permanence and that indicate different kinds of non-human temporal cycles. The fleetingness of time-"the most beautiful and difficult of natural facts"-is both an object of aesthetic marvel and a reminder of death.
All three theorists present visions of differentiated medial operations that manifest various kinds of historical (dis)continuity. In the process, Ernst, Siegert, and Peters illustrate how media both consolidate and disintegrate notions of the human. To the extent that media history is even possible, it comes into view as a mode of telling stories about the ambivalent position of the human in a world of natural and technical objects, and it decenters humanity's role in the cosmos. Perhaps the central ambivalence of media history is that it can serve as a way for humans to write themselves out of history.
